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Abstract:

Position Weight Matrices are a popular way of representing variable motifs in genomic sequences, and they
have been widely used for describing the binding sites of transcriptional proteins. However, the standard
implementation of PWM matching, while not inefficient on shorter sequences, is too expensive for whole–
genome searches. In this paper we present an algorithm we have developed for efficient matching of PWMs
in long target sequences. After the initial pre–processing of the matrix it performs in time linear to the size of
the genomic segment.

1

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic genes are generally regulated in complex ways, through networks of protein–DNA and
protein–protein interactions, which direct chromatin
remodeling, histone modifications, formation of transcriptional initiation complexes and RNA Polymerase
elongation. The prevailing opinion, corroborated by
some studies (Khambata-Ford et al., 2003; Young
et al., 2003) but being increasingly questioned (Nelson et al., 2004; The ENCODE Project Consortium,
2007; Stojanovic, 2009) is that most of these interactions take place within a few hundred bases upstream
of the transcription start sites. Even as regions important for the regulation of genes have been found
at distal loci, around alternative first exons, in introns
and sequences located downstream of the transcription start sites or even genes themselves, core promoter sites are still considered the most important for
the gene expression. It is also generally accepted that
the binding of transcriptional enzymes is in large part
directed by specific motifs in DNA sequence. However, while there are proteins which bind only to exact
layouts of bases, most transcription factors are rather
non-specific in their choice of a binding site.
Consequently, the search for transcription factor
binding sites has become one of the most popular subfields of bioinformatics, and many algorithms have
been developed over about two decades of intensive
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research. The early approaches relied on a rather
naive assumption that the motifs at the target sites
of proteins must feature information content sufficient for their recognition, but disillusionment soon
followed, as any attempt to isolate these and other
functional elements in DNA following this logic resulted in a very large number of false positives. Recent methods have thus concentrated on the incorporation of additional information to the raw sequence
data, although they have so far neglected many important biochemical aspects. The additional information
often relied on clustering of important motifs in putative regulatory modules, phylogenetic conservation
or matching the sequence to databases of experimentally confirmed sites, such as TRANSFAC (Wingender,
2008) or Jaspar (Bryne et al., 2008).
Since many proteins important for transcriptional
regulation bind with low specificity, the experimentally determined target motifs in DNA can be substantially different. Nevertheless, they often feature a well
defined consensus sequence, with specific loci varying only marginally from the consensus. The extent of
that variation is usually captured by Position Weight
Matrices (PWMs), described in more detail below.
Briefly, the PWMs record the information about the
permissible variation of letters over the 4–letter DNA
alphabet, assigning a weight to each letter at each position in the motif in accordance with how often that
letter has been seen at that position within the exper-
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imentally determined binding sequences. The information about functional motifs in DNA recorded in the
databases is nowadays usually in the form of PWMs,
and they can be used for searches in previously uncharacterized DNA fragments, for motifs sufficiently
similar to the consensus of a particular protein binding site. Over the years many programs have been
written for matching PWMs, including MATCH (Kel
et al., 2003) by the TRANSFAC database team, and
variants such as combinations of PWMs using mixture
model (Hannenhalli and Wang, 2005).
With the advances in microarray technology large
sets of putatively co-expressed genes became available, stimulating the development of methods to detect conserved motifs in their upstream regions, such
as (Hughes et al., 2000), as well as the search for
putatively co-regulated genes by the identification of
shared regulatory modules, such as in (Qin et al.,
2003). It is intuitive that if a group of genes is coordinately regulated, it should be controlled by similar sets of transcription factors. From the hypothesis
that protein binding is largely directed by target DNA
sequence motifs it follows that same (or similar) motifs should be present in regulatory sequences of coexpressed genes, moreover as a cluster, or clusters.
Consequently, this led to further exploitation of motif
over-representation in sets of target sequences (Apostolico et al., 2000; van Helden, 2004).
In the course of our work on the study of these
genomic environments, we have developed software
which extracts the most significant shared short (5–25
bases) approximate motifs found within the upstream
sequences (i.e. putative promoter regions) of genes
postulated to be co-expressed by microarray and
other experiments (Singh and Stojanovic, 2006). We
have recently expanded that work to genome–wide
searches for similar layouts, as reflected by conglomerations of a statistically significant number of motifs
previously discovered to be shared within the promoters of a training set of co-expressed genes (Singh and
Stojanovic, 2009). Unfortunately, even as we were
able to record the consensus of the motifs of interest
in the form of PWMs, our genome–wide search had to
be executed using string representation (standing for
multiple exact patterns), since the current methods for
PWM matching are not efficient. When the matching
needs to be performed in limited environments representing gene upstream sequences, genomic domains
or gene clusters, naive approaches work well, however for whole–genome scans (having in mind that,
for instance, the human genome features more than
three billion bases) any performance worse than linear is not practical.
In this paper we describe an algorithm we have

devised to efficiently match patterns represented by
Position Weight Matrices. It relies on a somewhat expensive pre–processing step, however the cost of that
pre–processing is well compensated by the efficiency
gains once it is applied to whole–genome searches.
Before proceeding with the algorithm itself, in the
following chapter we shall present some basic ideas
governing the construction and use of the PWMs.

2

POSITION WEIGHT
MATRICES

If all sites where a same protein binds would feature
identical bases it would be a matter of simple pattern
matching to find them all. Unfortunately, for gene
regulatory proteins that is usually not the case, and
one has to deal with approximate matching, consensus sequences and ambiguity codes. This is more than
a technical complication, as it introduces unreliability
to motif recognition. The ambiguity codes do not distinguish between the bases they stand for, so rare or
even impossible (concerning protein binding) combinations of characters in the represented motifs may
match, leading to a large fraction of false positives.
On the other hand, if a character which infrequently
appears in the binding sequences is completely eliminated from the consensus, sites which do bind the
protein may be skipped, adding poor sensitivity to already compromised specificity. Furthermore, binding
motifs often contain irrelevant positions, and trying
to match any particular character at these loci would
obviously be futile.
A partial remedy to this problem can be an assignment of weights to characters of the consensus
sequence, so that for each position where more than
one base is possible there is a probability of occurrence associated with each choice. Stormo (Stormo,
1990) thus proposed a matrix–based approach, where
a position in a protein binding site is represented by a
column of a matrix, with one row for each nucleotide.
The guiding idea of the method was that if every character possible at a given position is assigned a score
such that the addition of scores for all positions provides an estimate about how close the sequence is
to the known protein binding site patterns, one can
decide whether to accept or reject the site based on
whether the total score is above or below a certain
predefined threshold. At any scanned sequence position j aligned with matrix column i, a simple lookup
at the matrix entry at column i and row corresponding
to the letter found at j would then provide the score.
The threshold can be empirically determined
as the critical value of the ratio of probabilities
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Figure 1: An example of a Position Weight Matrix: a) A set of motifs on which the matrix is built; b) Letter counts at each
position in the motif, in matrix representation; c) Full matrix, obtained by taking log2 of the probability of the character
occurrence at the position, divided by the general probability of the character, here assumed to be 0.25 for each of the ‘A’, ‘C’,
‘G’, ‘T’. ‘—’ indicates an infinitesimally small value.

PF (s)/PG (s), where s is the examined string, subscript F denotes that the probability is based on the
distribution of strings within the population of binding sites, and subscript G denotes that the probability is based entirely on chance, given the overall distribution of nucleic acids in the DNA sequence under consideration. As the probabilities of the occurrence of s are based on two population models, this
amounts to the likelihood ratio, as defined in statistics. It is also (somewhat unrealistically) assumed
that character distributions at different positions are
independent. That way, for a string s = c1 c2 . . . cL ,
of length L, the probability of its random occurrence
would be PG (s) = ∏Li=1 pg (ci ), where p (ci ) stands for
the probability of an individual character.
In order to estimate PF for a given string, one also
assumes the independence of probabilities for character occurrences at different positions. For any position i, we estimate the probability of occurrence of
any base p f ,i (b) based on how frequently it occurred
at the particular position i in known binding patterns.
Thus, having a string s = c1 c2 . . . cL , of length L, the
probability that it occurred under the distribution specific for the particular protein binding sites would
be PF (s) = ∏Li=1 p f ,i (ci ). This approach can suffer
from artifacts (for instance, if only combinations “AG”
or “TC” would equally likely occur within motif instances used to construct the matrix, once it is constructed it would assign equally high scores to combinations of “AC” and “TG” which have never been
observed), which has led to the development of dinucleotide (Gershenzon et al., 2005) and even more
elaborate models, and it can also be imprecise due
to incomplete experimental data or overly permissible
thresholds. However, over many years of its application it has been shown to yield better results than raw
pattern matching, either exact or approximate. If it is
only a relatively small number of motifs used for the
construction of a PWM, it may be more appropriate to
construct a finite state automaton which would recognize all these motifs (Aho and Corasick, 1975), rather
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than approximating through a PWM, but that then introduces the risk of over-fitting.
Expanded, the likelihood ratio PF (s)/PG (s) is then
∏Li=1 p f ,i (ci )/ ∏Li=1 pg (ci ) = ∏Li=1 [p f ,i (ci )/pg (ci )].
One can take a logarithm of this formula and convert it to additive form ∑Li=1 log2 [p f ,i (ci )/pg (ci )], although some correction factors are needed in order
to avoid taking a logarithm of zero when a character does not appear at a given position in any of the
motifs used to construct the matrix. The matrix associated with the protein binding pattern of length L
has L columns and 4 rows, one for each nucleotide
‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’ or ‘T’. If a base b occurs mb times at the
position corresponding to matrix column i within M
known binding sites, then p f ,i (b) = mb /M, and if it
occurs nb times within N nucleotides in the genome,
then pg (b) = nb /N. The matrix entry for base b in
column i thus contains log2 (mb N/nb M). An illustration of a set of motifs used to determine a PWM, and
the resulting matrix, is shown in Figure 1. In practice
there are several variants of PWMs, however they are
all based on the same principle.
Once a PWM is constructed, it can be used for
scanning genomic sequences, for motifs which are
sufficiently similar to these captured by the matrix.
Looking at a string s = c1 c2 . . . cL one locates the
corresponding row of the matrix for each ci , in column i, and adds these values to obtain the likelihood
ratio PF /PG . If that likelihood ratio is above the
pre–determined (and inevitably heuristic) threshold,
a match is declared. Since the shift for just one position can result in entirely different score, PWM matching programs advance for one position, and start the
matching process over the entire matrix every time
after the shift has been made. As matrices usually
do not feature too many columns, reflecting the fact
that they model short motifs, this does not lead to
intractability, yet it slows down any search for an
order of magnitude, and on the genomic scale that
presents a problem. Pruning techniques have been
explored, although one can only stop further match-
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Figure 2: An example of an FSA created for a simple PWM: a) Position weight matrix; b) Minimal scores which have to be
reached at every position in order for threshold value of 9 to be met at the end (a match); c) FSA constructed based on the
matrix. Only three strings. “CAA”, “CTA” and “CTT”, would score sufficiently high to meet the threshold, as reflected by three
paths from the root to the reporting nodes (level 3), shown as solid circles. Scores at each node are shown inside the circles.
Transitions are guided by the letters labeling the edges.

ing attempts from a position if it has been determined
that the score–so–far is insufficient for a match. The
other option, recognizing a match before all characters have been examined is not possible, since some
letters at some positions may contribute (large) negative scores. Other algorithmic solutions have also
been applied, such as building indexing schemes to
facilitate matching of multiple matrices in the same
sequence (Liefooghe et al., 2006).

3

ALGORITHM

We here present an algorithm which matches a single
Position Weight Matrix against a genomic sequence
in linear time.
We start by pre-processing the matrix M , of dimension 4×L, into a tree–like structure, following the
basic ideas of classic algorithms of Knuth–Morris–
Pratt (Knuth et al., 1977) and Aho–Corasick (Aho and
Corasick, 1975). For every position p our algorithm
keeps track of its longest possible suffix k..p, 1 < k <
p, in M , which can still result in a match, and thus
the amount of shift which can be made after M has
been successfully matched, or when it has been determined that a match at the current starting position,
represented by the root, is not possible.
In order to enable the tracking, the matrix M is
thus converted into a finite state machine, implementing a tree T with cross–linked branches. At every
node of the tree a structure is maintained, with the
following fields:
level: Keeps track of the length of the branch starting
at the root and ending at the current node. This

information is used to determine whether a match
along the current branch is still possible, and to
check whether a match has already been successful (when a node whose level equals L is reached).
score: Keeps track of the score achieved so far along
the path from the root through the current node.
If the score is less than required for the current
level it is an indication that no match is possible
at the position currently aligned with the root and
a shift to a suffix has to be made; if a match has
been achieved, this score can be reported along
with match data.
suffix: A pointer to another node in T , positioned
on the branch which represents a suffix of the
branch ending in the current node (the longest suffix which can still lead to a viable match from its
starting position). The target node of this pointer
follows the transition on the same letter as the current node1 .
move: A four–element array, providing a pointer to
another node in T , directing the move on each
of the four letters of the DNA alphabet (‘A’, ‘C’,
‘G’ and ‘T’). It can lead to forward motion if a
match along the current branch is still possible, or
backward to another path starting from the root
(a suffix) if the match at the currently examined
position cannot be achieved.
The preprocessing starts with the establishment of
a score array minimum, whose dimension L equals the
1 In our implementation we have kept this field outside of

the FSA, as it is used only once during the pre-processing of
a matrix, in situations when the branch needs to be changed
on an occurrence of a letter.
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Algorithm 3.1: P REPROCESS(matrix, dimension,threshold)
// Find the minimal values necessary at positions
minimum[dimension] ← threshold
for i ←
 dimension − 1 downto 0
max ←Maximal value in matrix column i + 1
do
minimum[i] ← minimum[i + 1] − max
//Process the root
root.level ← 0
root.score ← 0
root.su f f ix ← root
for letter ←A,C,G,T

score ← matrix[letter][1]



if score < minimum[1]




then
root.move[letter] ← root


child.score ← score


do

child.level ← 1



 else child.su f f ix ← root








root.move[letter] ← child
E NQUEUE(child)
// Process the remaining nodes, breadth–first
whileQueue not empty
current ← D EQUEUE()



= dimension

if current.level



for letter ←A,C,G,T


then


do current.move[letter] ← current.su f f ix.move[letter]





for
letter ←A,C,G,T








score ← current.score + matrix[letter][current.level + 1]







do
if


 score < minimum[current.level + 1]







then
current.move[letter] ← current.su f f ix.move[letter]






else



child.score ← score
do





child.level ← current.level + 1











child.su f f ix ← current.su f f ix.move[letter]
else















current.move[letter] ← child




E NQUEUE(child)
return (root)

Algorithm 3.2: M ATCH(matrix,text,threshold)
track ← P REPROCESS(matrix, matrix column number,threshold)
for i ←
 1 to text length − matrix column count + 1
track ← track.move[text[i]]
do if track.level = matrix column count
 then Report a match at i − matrix column count + 1, scoring track.score
Figure 3: Pseudo–code of the PWM matching algorithm.

length of the motif represented by M . Each entry in
minimum records the minimal score which must be
achieved at that position in order to lead to a possible
match. Since a match is defined as a sequence scoring
at threshold value or higher, it must be minimum[L] =
threshold. If max[i] is the maximal score recorded
in the i-th column of M , then minimum[i − 1] =
minimum[i] − max[i]. Whenever a position p in M is
reached it is checked whether the score so far is still
greater than or equal to minimum[p].
The FSA T is constructed in the breadth–first fashion, after the root node has been formed, and its im-
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mediate children have been placed in the queue (if
their score warranted the placement). Every time
a node is dequeued, it is first checked if its level l
equals L. If that is the case (indicating time to report a match and move on), its transitions on all four
letters are determined by following the transition on
that letter from the (suffix) node pointed to by the
su f f ix pointer. If l < L, forward transitions (and the
increment of the level) are considered. If the score of
the transition on a letter falls below the minimum required at l, a back pointer is created to the extension
from the node pointed to by the su f f ix. Otherwise,
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a child node is created and enqueued, defining a forward transition on the letter. An example of an FSA
created for a simple PWM is provided in Figure 2,
and the pseudo–code of the preprocessing algorithm
is provided in the function Preprocess in Figure 3.
The complete matching function is shown as function
Match.
After the preprocessing is completed, the matrix
matching itself is rather straightforward. The algorithm maintains two pointers, one to the currently examined position i in the DNA sequence (initialized at
1), and the other to the current node in T (initialized at the root). A transition in T is done depending
on the character at position i, and if the level of the
reached node equals L a match can be reported (with
appropriate score). This process continues until the
end of the sequence is reached.

4

ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

Since the matching done by this algorithm is completely guided by the FSA T , it can be proven correct by observing that every matching substring would
lead to a traversal of a path from the root to a node
at level L, and that no mismatching substring would
reach level L. Since every time an insufficient score
is obtained it would result in a decrease in the current
level, and every time a sufficient score is obtained it
results in an increase of the current level, the above
properties will hold if it can be proven that the back
pointers indeed lead to a node N such that the path
from the root to N represents the longest feasible suffix of the currently examined substring (i.e. path from
the root).
The formal proof can be derived by mathematical
induction, showing that the following invariants hold
every time a node is dequeued and processed, during
the matrix pre-processing phase:
1. If there is a viable continuation from the position
represented by the node, on a particular letter, that
leads to the creation of a forward link, i.e. a node
at the next deeper level.
2. If there is no continuation from the position represented by the node, for each letter, that leads to
the creation of a backward link, to a node at the
same level as current, or closer to the root.
3. The su f f ix pointer of a newly enqueued node
points to another node in the FSA, at some level
closer to the root, which is the end of a path
from the root representing the longest suffix of
the string represented by the path to the enqueued
node, and which can still yield a match.

4. If a path cannot be continued to a further level,
on some letter, then the transition on that letter is
made to a node representing the end of the longest
suffix of the current path which can still yield a
match.
For the induction base, it is trivial to show that
properties 1 through 4 hold at the time the root is
processed (initialization), and its children are being
placed in the queue. We can assume that they are also
satisfied when kth node is being processed, and show
that they hold after the k + 1th has been handled. It
should be noted that the su f f ix pointers are already
fixed at the time of enqueuing the node.
Invariant 1 holds trivially, as it is the decision
made in the code while processing the dequeued node.
Since the tree is processed breath–first, that means
that all nodes at depths smaller than that of the current one have already been processed. If there is no
viable continuation of a match on a currently considered letter, that leads to following the transition from
the node pointed to by the su f f ix pointer, which is,
by invariant 3, at a level closer to the root, and thus,
by invariants 1 and 2 being already satisfied at earlier
nodes, cannot lead to level deeper than the current.
This proves that invariant 2 also holds after the current node is processed.
If there is a viable continuation from the current
node on any particular letter, then the su f f ix pointer
assigned to the newly created child is to the link of
the node at the other end of the current su f f ix pointer,
and thus at the level closer to the root than the newly
created child. If the node pointed to by the current
su f f ix featured a viable forward move on the letter,
that extends that suffix which can yield a match. If
not, it extends its longest suffix which can, by the induction hypothesis, and thus represents a new longest
suffix which can still yield a match. Therefore, invariant 3 also holds.
When a forward move (one continuing the match)
cannot be done on a particular letter, it is being done
from the node pointed to by the su f f ix pointer, which,
by invariant 3, represents the longest suffix of the current path which can still yield a match. Therefore,
the transition is being made to the node extending the
other end of the su f f ix pointer on that letter, and the
invariant 4 holds.
During the search phase the traversal of the FSA

T proceeds in the forward direction (i.e. to deeper
levels) for as long as a match is still possible (invariant 1). When it is no longer the case, invariant 4 guarantees that the jump is being made to the next position
from which there may be a possible match. As a determined mismatch cannot lead to a forward move in T
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no mismatching positions can lead to reaching level L
(and thus be reported), and as the jump is being made
to the beginning of the longest suffix of the currently
examined substring which can still yield a match (invariant 4), no matching positions can be skipped. We
thus conclude that the algorithm is correct.

4.1

Space Performance

This algorithm can have large space requirements.
For a matrix of length L it can theoretically build an
FSA with O(4L ) nodes, since every possible matching substring has to be represented by a path through
T reaching level L. However, all internal nodes, and
thus their children as well, for which it has been established that they could not lead to a match, are
promptly pruned. Since in practice PWMs are constructed, and their thresholds set, so that they accept
a very limited number of variants of the target site,
it is expected that in most practical situations pruning will be quite dramatic. The only situation when
there can exist a large conglomeration of nodes towards the top of the tree, the most space–consuming
setting, is when there is a variety of possible characters occurring in relatively high percentages at the
left hand side of the pattern, thus dictating extensive
branching near the root of the tree, and a more inclusive threshold value. However, this situation practically never happens, since tails exhibiting substantial
variations normally do not get included in the patterns
captured by PWMs. Towards the bottom of the tree the
only branches which have not been pruned would be
these leading to a pattern variant matching the matrix
(as set by the given threshold).
Apart from the FSA encoding the matrix, the only
space requirement for the matching process itself is
the space needed to store the sequence in which the
matching is to be done.

4.2

Time Performance

Since, during the matching, no character in the text is
examined more than once (as signified by the single
for–loop with constant–time body in the algorithm in
Figure 3), this process clearly executes in linear time.
The construction of the FSA (pre-processing) takes
time proportional to the number of nodes which are
being created (as each node is being processed in constant time), which, under the worst–case scenario of a
large number of matching strings, can be exponential.
However, since the children of the pruned nodes never
get processed, the exponential blowout is expected
to take place only at shallow depth, towards the top
of the tree. Furthermore, whereas pre-processing of
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the long PWMs would take the longest time, these are
precisely the cases where the gain from subsequent
linear–time matching would be the largest.
Even as the PWMs are generally short (rarely exceeding 15 columns, and almost never exceeding 25)
and pruning extensive (as the thresholds are usually
very stringent), the pre-processing step has the potential of annihilating the gains from the subsequent
linear–time processing. This algorithm is thus recommended for use only in very large scale analyses, such
as our whole–genome scans (Singh and Stojanovic,
2009). In our recent tests, done on a genomic segment of about 500 million bases (corresponding to a
large chromosome), the naive match was taking an
average of 144.33 seconds per matrix, on an Apple
Mac Pro 2.5 GHz Intel Core Duo with 4 Gb 667 MHz
DDR2 SDRAM memory laptop computer, while an implementation of our algorithm was taking an average
of 16.58 seconds per matrix. On whole–genome scale
the average gain would be about 10–20 fold per matrix.

5

DISCUSSION

The space requirements of this algorithm can be
further reduced by a simple extension of the preprocessing step, alas at the price of an increase in the
computational time. This would require the maintenance of two additional fields at the nodes of the FSA:
parent pointer and number of forward links. An additional traversal pass through the FSA can then eliminate all partial paths which do not extend until the
bottom (match), reducing the number of nodes to less
than the sum of the lengths of all strings which would
score above the threshold. However, we have not
implemented this modification, as the space requirements of the FSA have never been a limiting factor,
and time was critical.
Often a PWM will feature letters which must not
be found at a specific position, with the corresponding score in the PWM of (theoretically) −∞. This situation is particularly favorable to our algorithm, as
it leads to immediate pruning, especially when these
positions are concentrated towards the beginning of
the matrix. If they are concentrated towards the end,
the least favorable setting, one can do the matching
in the inverse complement of the sequence. For long
matrices one can also attempt the match of their most
specific core, then attempt the full match, using the
naive approach, only around the positions where the
core has matched.
Despite of its relatively expensive pre-processing,
we have found this algorithm very useful for whole–
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genome scans, such as our search for the conglomerations of variable motifs, with a potential of reducing
days of computation to just a few hours. This can
be of particular importance for the tools implemented
as a part of a web server. Our earlier version of the
matcher (Singh and Stojanovic, 2009) implemented at
http://bioinformatics.uta.edu/toolkit/motifs/ used direct pattern matching (i.e. not based on PWMs), and
the development of this algorithm has allowed us to
consider the matrix–based approach, too.
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